Dear Sir, The letter "Optimizing the assessment of the longitudinal behaviour of emphysema via MDCT" draws attention to some issues regarding our cited article.
First, we agree that differences in the level of inspiration between baseline and repeat MDCT could affect density measurements. This is the reason why we adjusted our analysis for difference in MDCT lung volume measurements between the two procedures. However, we do not believe that differences in the level of inspiration represent a real confounding factor for our main findings since lung volume variation was not associated with smoking status (p=0.81 using absolute values and p=0.96 using log-transformed values).
Finally, we want to clarify why we did not use the absolute values of emphysema score, but only the percentage changes. The subjects enrolled in our study were selected among consecutive participants of a large-scale lung cancer screening trial. The subjects' age at baseline MDCT varied from 50 to 74 years; some were completely asymptomatic while others had a history of pulmonary disease or dyspnoea. As a result, the absolute value of emphysema score varied widely among participants, with values ranging from 0.2 to 25 (using a threshold of −930 HU). In addition we showed that the absolute values of the emphysema score measured at baseline MDCT varied significantly according to the smoking status, age, gender and occupational exposure of the participants. Therefore, we only assessed the percentage change of emphysema score in order to adjust for baseline emphysema score.
